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Abstract 
Harary, Robinson and Wormald (1978) proved that for a complete tripartite graph 
G = K(m,n,s) if t = 2 or 4 and tl(mn + ms + ns), then G has an isomorphic factorization i to 
t isomorphic subgraphs, written as t[ G. They also proved that the analogous statement is false 
for all odd t > 1. They conjecture that when t > 1 is even, and tl(mn + ms + ns), G = K(m, n,s), 
then t lG. In this paper we shall show that the conjecture is true. 
An isomorphic factorization of a graph G = (V, E) is a partition { El,  E2 . . . . .  /~t } of 
the edge set E, such that the spanning subgraphs (V, E1),(V, E2) . . . . .  (V, Et) are all 
isomorphic to each other. If G has an isomorphic factorization into exactly t isomor- 
phic subgraphs we say that G is divisible by t or t divides G and write t l G. For a given 
integer t and a given graph G with exactly q edges, an obvious necessary condition for 
riG is that t divides q which is denoted by t lq. The condition t lq is called the 
divisibility condition for riG. 
Harary et al. [2] proved that a complete tripartite graph G = K(m, n, s), when t = 2 
or 4 the divisibility condition tl (ran + ms + ns) is a sufficient condition for tl G. They 
also proved that for all odd t > 1, the divisibility condition is false to be a sufficient 
condition for t lK(1,1,m). They conjecture that when t is even, G = K(m,n,s)  is 
a complete tripartite graph, and tl(mn + ms + ns), then riG. The case that t = 6 was 
proved by Quinn [3, 4]. The case that t = 2 k, k = 1, 2, 3 .. . . .  was proved in [5]. In this 
paper we shall prove that the conjecture is true by verifying it for t ~> 8 (Theorem 1). 
We also independently derive a proof for t = 6 (Theorem 2). 
Remark. Assume t is even and tl(mn + ms + ns). Then there are at least two even 
numbers among m, n and s. 
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Let Z,n = {1, 2 . . . . .  n~} where ~= {nrn = 7(modm)}, and ifA = {al,a2,  ...,ak} ~ Z, 
in Lemma 1, define .4 = {oil,d2 .. . . .  Cik) C Zm. 
Lemma 1. Assume A={1,2  .. . . .  pt}cZ and B={1,2  .. . . .  qt}cZ,  p ,q~l ,  
2p + 2q - 1 ~ m <~ t/2; then there are partitions of  A and B, and a permutation 
O" 1 0" 2 -..0" t 
such that 
(i) A=U~=~A, ,  B - -U ' i= IB , ,  IA , l=p,  IB, J - -q,  i= l  .... ,t. 
(ii) -d in /~, - -0 ,  I .d iu /~, l - -p÷q,  i - -1  . . . . .  t. 
Proof. Put 
A~ = {p( i -  1) + JlJ = 1 . . . . .  p}, B i = {q( i -  1) + JlJ = 1 . . . . .  q}, i = 1 . . . . .  t. 
Construct a bipartite graph G = G(U, V;E) as follows. Let 
V={u, ,u2 ..... u,}, v={~,v2  ..... v,} 
be the two independent vertex sets of G; u~ is adjaccnt to v# if and only if A~ n Bj = 0; 
write such graph as Zm-  G(p,q;t). 
Thus, in order to prove the lemma, we need only to prove that when p, q ~> I, 
2p + 2q - I <~ m <~ t/2, the bipartite graph G = G(U,  V;E)  = Zm - G(p,q;t) has 
a perfect matching 
M = {(ui,vo,)[i = 1 . . . . .  t}. 
In order to do that, we use Hall's theorem [1"] and we need only to prove that the 
graph G satisfies the condition IN(s)[/> ISI for all S ___ U. 
When p=q,  A~=B~={P( i -1 )+ j l j= I  . . . . .  p}, 2p+2q- l<~m,  that is 
4p - 1 ~< m, so we have obviously 
/L n/~,+1 = 0, ~i, n g,+~ = O, ~i, n ~_1 =0 
Thus, u~ is adjacent o v~_ ~, v~+ t, vi+2, respectively. When t is even, then 
M = {(Ul,V2),(u2,131) . . . . .  (U2r_ I ,U2r ) , (U2r , / )2 r_ I )  . . . . .  (U t_ l , / ) t ) , (U , , / ) , - l )  } 
is a perfect matching. When t is odd, then 
M = {(u i ,v3) , (uz ,vt ) , (u3,v2)  . . . . .  (Uzr, V2,+l),(uz,+l,v2,) . . . . .  
(u,_l, v,), (u,, v,_~ )) 
is a perfect matching. 
Therefore, we shall only study the case that p # q, and by symmetry we can suppose 
that p > q >~ 1. 
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Step 1: Calculate the lower bound on the degree d(ui) = d~(u~). 
(a) q = 1. In this case, B~ = {i}; hence for every A~ and any j, there are p sets of the 
form Br such that/T~ c~/3, =/3,  and m - p sets of the form Bk such that A~ c~/3k = 0 
among m consecutive sets B j+ 1 . . . . .  Bj+m, i.e. there are p vertices nonadjacent to u~ and 
there are m - p vertices adjacent o u~ among any m consecutive vertices of V. Since 
2p + 1 <~ m <~ t/2, it follows easily that d(ui) > ~t. 
(b) p>q>~2.  Let 
p=q(r -1 )+s ,  l<~s<<.q, r>~2, 
2p+2q-  l=p+q(r -  1 )+s+2q-  1 =p+q(r+l )+s-  l~<m. 
Hence, among 2r + 1 consecutive vertices of V there are at most r + 1 vertices 
nonadjacent o u~ and there are at least r vertices adjacent to u~. For  example, if 
Ai c~/3j ~: 13, j = 1 . . . . .  r + 1, then 
I/1~ c~ Bll  ~ s - 1, / i i c~/31 c {q - s2 . . . . .  c~}, 
q(2r+ l ) - (q -s+ l )=2qr+s-  l=2q( r -  1 )+2s-  l+2q-s<m;  
SO 
{q -- s + 2 . . . . .  q} U /~2 L) " ' "  t,,.) ]~rU . . .  U /32,+11 = P + q(r+ 1) -- 1, 
• ATI (Z n l  u . . .  u Br+l ,  Ai~(Br+2u. . .~B2r+l )=O,  
and by definition ul is adjacent o v,+2 .. . . .  v2r+l, respectively. Write 
t=k(2r+l )+r+l+h or t=k(2r+l )+h,  O<~h<~r. 
Since 
t >~ 2m >~ 2(2p + 2q - 1) 
= 212(q( r -  1) + s) + 2q- -  1] 
=2(2qr+2s- -1 )=4qr+4s-2  
~8r  + 2 > 3(2r + 1), 
>~ 4qr + 2 ~> (12r + 2 > 5(2r + l), 
it follows that 
3, q=2,  





kr + h kr } 
- -> jmin  k (2r+l )+r+l+h 'k (2r+l )+h 
kr kr 1 
~>k(2r+ 1)+r+ 1 -3kr+k+r+ 1 ~ k~ ~ 3 ~ 
(Since k >/3, r >~ 2, it follows that k + r + 1 - kr ~< 0.) Thus, we have d(ui) >1 13t 
when q f> 2. 
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Step 2: Prove that when I f i . inA~l~p/2, d(ui,uj)>t/2, where d(ui,uj)= 
IN(ui,uj)l, N(ui,uj)= N(S), S = {ui,uj}. 
Assumep=q(r -1 )+s , l~s~<q, r>/2 .  Since 
p <~ qr, p _< qr ~ ~ q, r is even, 
2"~2-=~q+2 ~, r is odd, 
it follows that in the vertex set V, when r is even, there are at most ( r /2)+ 1 
consecutive vertices which are nonadjacent to both ul and uj. When r is odd, and q = 2 
there are at most (r + 1)/2 + 1 consecutive vertices nonadjacent o both ui and u j, 
when r is odd, and q/> 3 there are at most (r - 1)/2 + 2 consecutive vertices non- 
adjacent o both ui and uj. Hence, among 2r + 1 consecutive vertices of V, when r is 
even there are at least 3r/2 vertices adjacent o u~ or u j; when r is odd, and q = 2, there 
are at least (3r + 1)/2 vertices in N(u~,u~); when r is odd, and q >~ 3 there are at least 
(3r - 1)/2 vertices in N(u~,uj). Thus, we have by Step 1 that when r is even, 
d(ui, u j) 3kr 3kr 1 
- ->>"  = - 2 t 2 [k (2r+l )+r ]  6kr+2k+2r  2kr >-  
(since k ~> 3, r/> 2, we have 2k + 2r - 2kr < 0). 
Also, when r is odd and q = 2 we have r/> 3, k/> 3, 
d(ui, uj) k(3r + 1) k(3r + 1) 1 
t 2 [k (2r+l )+r ]  2k(3r+l )+2k+2r -2kr  >2 
When r is odd and q >/3 we have r >/3,k >~ 5, 
d(ui, uj) k (3r -  1) k(3r -  1) 1 
t 2[k(2r + 1) + r] 2k(3r - 1) + 4k + 2r - 2kr > 2" 
Thus, we have proved that when 1.4i ~ -'1~1 ~< p/2, then d(ui, uj) > t/2. 
Step 3: Calculate d(ui, ui + 1 ). 
(a) p > q = 1. Since Br = {r}, if/3, c~ .4~ ~ 0, then /~r C .zi~, and /~, c~ .4i+ 1 = 0; so 
v, • N(ui, ui+l). Hence we have N(ul,ui+l)= F, d(ui,ui+t)= t. 
(b) p>q~>2.  Let 
p=(r -1 )q+s ,  l<~s<<.q, r>~2. 
Thus, among 2r + 1 consecutive sets/3~ there is at most one set which intersects both .4~ 
and -4i÷1; thus we have 
t=k(2r+l )+h,  O~h<~2r, k>>.3, 
d(ui, Ui+ l) ~ rain ~" 2kr 2kr + h - 1 } 
t ~k(2r + 1)' k(2r + 1)+-h 
2kr 6kr 3 
>~ k(2r + 1)+ 1 -8kr+3k+3-2kr  > 
(since k >i 3, r /> 2, we have 3k + 3 - 2kr < 0). 
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Hence, d(ui, ui+ 1) > ¼t. 
Step 4: Prove N(ui,ui+~,ui+2) = V. 
Since 2p + 2q - 1 ~< m, p > q ~> 1, if/3~ c~ A~ # 0, /~ c~ A~ + 1 ~ 0, then we must have 
/~s ~ "Zli U "~i + 1 and /3~ ("5 h i  + 2 : 0; 
thus v~ is adjacent o ui+2, i.e. 
U s : N(ui ,Ui+l,Ui+2) ~Vs~ W. 
Hence 
N(ui ,u i+ l,Ui+ 2) = g. 
Step 5: Assume S= {u~]j= i l , i2 , . . . , i s} ~ U. Prove that d(S)>~s (where 
d(S) = IN(S)I, s = ISI). 
(a) When s <~ t/3, it follows from d(u~) >~ t/3. 
(b) When s ~>z3t + 1, there must be an index i such that {u~,ui+~,ui+2} c S; so it 
follows from step 4. 
(c) When ½t + 1 ~< s ~< z3t, there must be some index i such that {u~, u~+ 1 } c S, and it 
follows from step 3. 
(d) When ½t + 1 <~ s <~ t/2, ifui, uj ~ S and IAi c~ Ajl -%< p/2 for some i and j, then it is 
proved from step 2. Now we need only prove the existence of such i and j. 
(i) If u~,ui+l ES for some i, let i + 1 = j ,  and we are done. 
(ii) If [4; c~ AI+2[ > p/2, then 3p > m-  p/2, m < ~P. Assume 2p + h = m, then 
2q - 1 <% h < p/2 and there exists an integer k such that kh >7 p/2, (k - 1)h < p/2 and 
[A i ~ AI+2k I ~< p/2. 
Since (2k+l )p=k(2p+h)+p-kh=km+(p-kh) ,  hence 1,4ic~Ai+2kl= 
p -- kh <% p/2. 
(iii) If I~ii ~ Ajl > p/2 then 
2' 2" 
Since A t n Aj+ 1 = 0, Aj n ,zij 1 = 0, hence 
IA~ n ~ij+ 11 = I(iil n ii~) n -4j+~l ~< I~i l -  Ajl 
P 
= IAil - l i i, :~ ~i~l < 5' 
Similarly, I Ai c~ Ai_ 11 < p/2. 
(iv) By the condition x3t + 1 <~ s <~ t/2. Iai n Ai+2rl >p/2  (1 ~< r ~< k, k is defined as 
4d(ii). If there exists a pair of vertices Ui,Ui+zr÷l ~S,  then from 4d(iii) we have 
I A~ n Ai + zr + ~ I < p/2. If there are no such pairs of vertices, then we must have k which 
satisfies 4d(ii), that is u~,u~+z, ~ S and IA~ c~ Ai+2kl < p/2. 
By the combination of the above steps we have proved IN(S)I >~ IS[ VS c U. 
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Hence, G = G(U, V; E) = Zm - G(p, q; t) has a perfect matching 
M = {(ui, v,,)t i  = 1 . . . .  ,t}. 
Hence the proof  is complete. [] 
Lemma 2. I fG  = K(A ,  B, C) is  a complete tripartite graph, I a l  = 2m, I BI : 2n, I CI = 2s, 
2t 14(ran + ms + ns), m, n, s < t/2, then 2tl G. 
Proof. Without  loss of generality, we can suppose that m ~> n ~> s. Let 
1 1 = {a l ,a2  . . . . .  a 2} A = A 1 w A 2, A 1 {a l ,a2,  .. i = . ,am},  A 2 2 2 
1 1 1 2 2 B = B 1 k.) B 2, B 1 = {b , ,b  2 . . . . .  b ,},  B 2 = {bl ,b2 . . . . .  b 2 } 
1 1 ={c , ,~  . . . . .  c ,} .  C ~-- C 1 kJ C 2, C 1 = {c ,c2  . . . . .  c1},  C 2 2 2 2 
Write 
A~ = {a~ .. . . .  a. 1} c A 1, 
A~ = {a~ . . . . .  a.  2} c A 2, 
A~ = {a~ .. . . .  a~} = A 1, 
Ac 2 = {a 2 . . . . .  a~} ~ A 2, 
Note that 
d~ = A 1 A~ = 1 - -  {a.+l  . . . . .  a l} ,  
/~2 = A 2 A 2 = 2 2 
- {a .+ l  . . . . .  am}, 
/i~ = a 1 - A~ = 1 {a,+l . . . . .  a'.}, 
~c~=A 2 A~= 2 - {a,+, . . . . .  a~}. 
(1) 
edges 
(b:, c:+ j_ 1) = el+o- l)n( BI, Cl), 
I I (b:,al+ j-x) = ei+o- z),,(B ,Ac), 
(aLc:+j-1) ~ 1 = ei+{j-1).(An, C ), 
(b~,c:+ j_ ~) = e~+tj_ l)n(B 2, CI), 
2 I (b~,ali+ j -  l) = ei+o-1)n(B ,Ac), 
2 2 (ai ,ci+j-1) = ei+(j_ ,n(A~, C2), 
i=  1 . . . . .  n, j=  1 . . . . .  s, i+ j - l (mods) ,  
where  the notat ion i + j - 1 (mod s) means that i + j - 1 follows the rule of addit ion in 
Z~, that is if i + j - 1 = qs + r, 1 <.% r <.% s, then put 
i+ j -1  =r .  (3) 
Assume 
[ns/t] = p, ns = pt + tx, O <~ tl < t. (4) 
K(A ,B ,C)  = K(B ,A~)  u K (B ,C  1) w K(C ,A~)  w K(B, Ac ~) u K (C ,A  1) 
w K(B ,A~)  u K (B ,C  2) w K(C ,A~)  w K(B,A~)  ~ K(C,A~).  (2) 
Construct  t subgraph of K(B ,A~)u  K(B ,C  1) ~ K(G,A~)  as follows: Consider the 
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Let 
kp 
E~ = U {e,(B',C'),e,(B',A~),e,(A~,C') 
• =(k -  1 )p+ 1 
e,(B 2, C'), e,(B 2, A~), e,(A 2, C 2)}. (5) 
(We denote the subgraph spanned by an edge set E~ as the edge set E~ itself.) 
Construct  subgraph of K(B, 41) to K(C, ~2) as follows: Consider the edges 
1 1 1 --1 (bi ,as+i+j-1) = ei+o-1).(B ,Ac), 
2 1 2 --1 (bi ,as+i+ j -1 )  = e i+( j -1 )n(B  ,Ac), 
i= l  ..... n, j= l  ..... m-s ,  i+ j - l (mod(m-s ) ) ,  (6) 
1 2 (Ci ,a.+i+ j-1) = ei+o- t)AC',A~), 
an+i+j-1) = ei+(j- I)s( C ,AB), 
i= 1 ..... S, j=  1 ..... m-n ,  i+ j - l (mod(m-n) ) .  (7) 
Suppose 
(n(m-- s)/t]=ql, n(m-- s)=qlt  + t2, O<~ t2 < t, (8) 
(s(m - n)/t] = q2,  s(m - -  n)  = q2t  + t3 ,  0 ~ t 3 < t. (9) 
Let 
,10) U \,=(k_ l)q=+ I {e,(C 
In the same fashion, we obtain t subgraphs E 2 of K(B, A~) to K(B, C 2) to K(AL C) 
as follows: 
kp 
Eg= U {e,(B',C'), ' ~ ' ' e,(B ,Ac),e,(AB, C ) 
r = (k - 1)p+ 1 
e,(B 2 ,C2), G(B 2, At), e,(A~, C2)}, 
and t subgraphs of K(B, A~) w (C, A~) as follows: 
Eg= ( ~ {e,(BI,A~),G(B2,A~)}) 
\ r=(k - -  l)ql + l 
) U {e,(C', A~), e,(C 2, fi.~)} . 
\ r=(k  - 1 )q2+ 1 
(II) 
(12) 
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Since m, n, s < t/2, we have 
mn t n n 
[ns/t] + [n(m - s)/t] <.% [mn/t] <~ t < 2"t  = -2" 
Thus, 
n t 
P + ql < ~, 2p + 2qx < n < ~, (13) 
and in the same way we have 
s t 
P + q2 < ~, 2p + 2q2 < s < ~. (14) 
From (5), I = {1,2 .... .  pt} is the set of suffices of the edges in U~=IE~, which also 
determines a partition of I as follows. I = Utk=llk, Ik = {(k -- 1)p +j[ j  = 1 ..... p}. 
From (2.10) j1 = {1,2 .... ,qt} is the set of suffices of same edges in Uk=~Ek; ^1 while 
j2  = {1,2 .... .  q2t} is the set of suffices of the remaining edges in U~,=I/~. Further- 
more, (10) determines partitions of J~ and j2 as follows: 
J '  = Q) J~, J~ = {(k - 1)ql +j[ j  = 1 .....  ql}; 
k=l  
j2  = Q) j2,  j2  = {(k -  1)q2 +j[ j  = 1 .....  q2}. 
k=l  
By Lemma 1, we can assume that there exists a permutation 
0"1 0"2, " ' ,  0-t 
such that 
--1 ~nJ -o~=0,  I [k~Jokl =p+q~,  k= 1 .....  t 
(where ~ c Z,,  av~ c Z,  are defined as the same as in Lemma 1) which satisfies 
V(E~) c~ B c~ V(ff~o~) = O, V(E 2) ~ B c~ V(/~2~) = 0. (15) 
For the same reason we have a permutation 
. . . . .  
Z" 1 T2, . . . ,  ~'t/] 
such  that  Ik C7. Zs, if2 c7. Z s and 
Fk n aT2 = O, I~Wf2[  =p+q2,  
which satisfies 
V(ED c~ c ~ v(~;k)  = O, 
k = 1 .....  t, 
^2 V(E~) c~ C c~ V(E~.) = ¢. (16) 
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Every edge in {e,(Bi,Ab),er(B2,A~)} is nonadjacent to every edge in 
{G(C' -2 2 -2 , As), er(C , As)}. Therefore, we can define 
E~ = U {er(B',d~),e,(B2,A~)} 
r=(ak - 1)ql + 1 
U( ~0 ~ {e,(C',A2),e,(C2, A~'}), 
\ r=( tk -  1)q2+ 1 
and then suppose that (15) and (16) hold simultaneously with a = z. Put 
E*'=(  0 {e,(B',C'),e.(B2,CI),e,(B',A~ ") 
\ r=pt+l  
e,(B ,Ac),G(AB, C ),e,(A2,C 2) 
' ) U \,:,w+, {er(Bl'A~)'e'(B2"4~)} 
(s'v ) 
U \, :q~,+, {eACI,'42),e,(C2,A2)} 
=(B, A1)u(B, CI)u(C, A2) - (E~ u E~). 
k=l  
(For convenience, we put (B, A ' ) = E(K(B, A' )); the rest is similar). By the condition of 
the lemma, we know that IE*II = 6h + 2t2 + 2t3 and tl(6t~ + 2tz + 2t3), subdivide 
E* '  into t subgraphs E~', k --= 1 .. . . .  t, such that E *~ is a p~-edge independent set or a few 
of paths, where 
1 
PI = ~-(6tl + 2t2 + 2t3) < 10 
and 
IE~ '1 ~ (BI, CI)I ~< 1, 
IE .1 c~ (B',A~)I ~< 1, 
IE .1 c~ (A~,C')I <-% 1, 
lE t '  ~ (B',/I~)I .%< 1, 
IE*' c~ (C~,/l~)[ ~< 1, 
By Lemma l and (13), 
]E .1 n (B2, C1)I ~< 1, 
lE t '  c~ (B2,A~)I .%< l, 
lEt  ~ n (A~, C2)1 ~< 1, 
IE *~ n (82,,8b)1 ~< 1, 
LEt ~ c~ (Cq,~g)l ~ 1. 
(14) we may have 
^1 V(E~ '1) c~ V(Elk w E~)  = 0. (17) 
In a similar fashion, we obtain sets E .2 (where Ek,l Ek,^ l ~ are defined as in (5), (10) and 
(15). Let 
G~ 1 = E 1 L3 /~1 u U E t  1, Gt  2 = E 2 L3 E2  k g E t  2, k = 1 . . . . .  t, 
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which are 2t isomorphic subgraphs of G. In order to be more clear, we make the 
following argument. Let tl = ns - pt < t, t2 = n(m - s) - q l t  < t, t 3 = s(m --  rl) - -  
q2 t < t. Let 
F~ = {e~+k(B I, C1), e~+k(B 2, C1), e~+k(B 1, A 1) 
ept+k(B 2, 1 2 1 Ac), e~+k(AB, C ), er(+k(A 2, C2)}, 
p l  = 1 -1 { eq,,+k(S ,Ac),eq,,+k(B , -1  1 -2  Ac)eq2t+k(C, Ac), eqzt+k(C 2,/IC2) }, 
where 
whenpt+k>ns ,  le tp t+k=pt+k-ns ,  
whenq l t+k>n(m-s ) ,  le tq l t+k=ql t -n (m-s )+k,  (18) 
whenq2t+k>s(m-n) ,  le tq2t+k=q2t+k-s (m-n) .  
If pt ~q l t (modn)  we then have V(F~) n B n V(ff~) = 0; if pt = q l t (modn)  we have 
V(F~) c~ B n V(FI+I) = O; hence one can suppose that V(F~) n B c~ V(P~) = 0, and 
similarly V(F~) n C c~ V(/~) = 0. Furthermore, since [E*~I = p~ < 10 = IF~ w F21, 
we can suppose that E~ '1 c F~ u F~ for the moment. 
From (4), (8) and (9) we have 
nt 
mn = ns + n(m - s) = pt + tl + q l t  + t2 = (p + ql) t  + (tl +t2)<~- ,  
st 
ms = ns + s(m - n) = pt + tl + q2t + t2 = (p + q2)t + (tl + t3) < 2' 
hence, when tl + t2 ) t, tl + t3 ~> t, we have 
2(p + 1) + 2(ql + 1) -  1 ~< n, 
2 (p+l )+2(q2+ 1) -  l~<s. 
(19) 
(20) 
Thus, we can make the following modifications to the construction of E~ and/~ by 
replacing E~ and/~1 with E~ w F~ and/~ w ff~, respectively, and retain the notation 
E~ and/~.  According to (19), (20) and Lemma 1 we have 
V(e~) n B ~ V(~L) = O, V (H)  ~ 8 n V(~)  = O, 
V(E~) n C ~ V(~L) = O, V(E~) n C n V(~)  = O. 
^1 G~=E~E, ,~,  k=l  ..... t. Let G~ = E~ u E~k, "2
According to the above decomposition we obtain 2t subgraphs which are isomorphic 
to each other. But for these graphs the edges indicated in (18) are repeatedly used in the 
corresponding ones. 
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These repeatedly used edges formed the subgraphs with the following forms: 
_'2 _- ~ "2_ _'2 
each of which is a connected component of some subgraphs Gl or Gk z. 
In conclusion if we delete the repeated edges from the corresponding subgraphs and 
make suitable replacements, by the divisibility condition and Lemma 1, we can obtain 
an isomorphic factorization of G into exactly 2t subgraphs. 
When ta + t 2 < t or t~ + t 3 + t by the analogous investigation, we can obtain 2t 
isomorphic factors of G. The above argument and (17) imply that 
^2 Gt  1 = E 1 to E t  1 u Eolk Gt  2 = E 2 L) E t  2 k.) Eak  , k = 1 . . . . .  t.  
are 2t edge disjoint isomorphic factors of G. 
The subgraph G~ 1 = El u E *l w /~,  is as shown in Fig. 1. 
From Fig. 1, we see each that El consists of P connected subgraphs with C4 w P2 (C4 
and P2 have a one vertex in common), /~1 consists of q~ + q2 paths P2, while 
E~'~ consists of a few paths. 
bl I 
/ '~"~ C .  11 £7/I 2 2 I I 2 i.< .z c~ be+] a,+~ be+~ 
at . b,Z / -  "\ \ 
b I 
2 
/ . / /~  ~ I 2 C2 2 I I 2 
• -.. C 2 a 2 6,0+2 as+ 2 bp+2 
I 2 2 
Cp+l an+l Cp+l 
I 2 2 
Cp+2 an+ 2 Cp+2 
b,0 I
/'~'\ I 
/ "\ ~ Cp 
2 2 I 1 ~ 1 2 2 
ap cp bp+qt a,+q I bp+ql C p+q2 an+q2 C p+q2 
. 
f 
- / /  z- 
z f  / 
El "L 
A 1 
GI*L=EI ~ UEo] UEK *l 
Fig. 1. 
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Lemma 3. Assume G = K(A,B,C) ,  IA[ = 2m, IB[ = 2n, [C[ = 2s, 2tl4(mn + ms + ns), 
m,n < t, s < t/2, then 2tlG. 
Proof. When m, n < t/2, the proo f  is obta ined from Lemma 2. When m, n >~ t/2 (likewise 
m < t/2, n >>. t/2 or m >1 t/2, n < t/2), we first study the case when t is odd. Let 
r = (t + 1)/2. Put 
A = AI u A z, 
B = B 1 w B 2, 
C = C l  k.) C 2, 
Write 
ao  1 = {a,+1,1 ....  a~} = A ' ,  
B~= 1 {b,+, , . . . ,b .  1} c B ' ,  
AI= {a] . . . . .  a~ . . . . .  a~}, 
B'= {bl . . . . .  b~ . . . . .  b~}, 
C'= {Cl . . . . .  C~}, 
A z = {a~ ... . .  aZ~ ..... a2}, 
2 2 B 2 = {bl .....  br,...,bZ.}, 
c ~={c~ ..... c~} 
A~ = {aZ+l, ...,aZ~} ~ A 2, 
Bg { 2 2 = br+l  . . . . .  bn}cB 2, 
Thus, we can put  
G = K(A ,B ,C)  = G1 u K(Ao,Bo,C),  
where 
G1 = U {g(C,a~) ~ K(C,a~) u K(C,b~) u K(C,b~) 
k=l  
u K(B,a~) u K(B,a~) u K(Aob 1) u K(Ao,B~)}. 
First  decompose G1 into the fol lowing 2t subgraphs.  
2 1 1 1 1 H~: {B 1 - b~ + b,}-al -C -b,-Ao, 
2 1 1 1 1 Hi: {B'  - b~ + b2}-a2-C -bz-Ao, 
HL"  1 2 , {B  1 - + 1}_aX_ , 1 br -  1 br 1-C -br-  1-A~, 
H i :  o l  ~2 r l  ~2 A1 LI 1-t~ 1 -~..~ -U 1 - ta0  ~ 
lt~l ~2 /'~1 /.,2 A1  Hi+ 1 : ,-, -u~2-'~..~ -t-'2--"10, 
1 2" 1 2 Hit_2: B-at  1 -C -b ,  1-Ao 1, 
I:~1 ~2 [~1 /~2 A 1 HI~-  1 : ,-' - , ,~-~ -~'r ---1 o, 
H2:  Its2 ~2 t'-,2 /~1 .42  
u -~1-"--" -C ' l - ra0 ,  
n2: B2-a~-C2-b~.A~, 
2 12~2 -2  1"2 1.1 x2  Hr- 1 " u -~l r 1 -~ -O r 1-z'tO~ 
He: {8~ b~+bl}_~l r : .~2 - -  1 - " J  - c ,  1 -~nt  0 ,  
A~ w A 2 = Ao, 
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H~+ 1 : 
H~.-2:  
H~ ~: 
1 1 2 2 2 {B 2 -- b 2 + b2 }-a2-C -b2-Ao, 
_1 f '2  L2 A2  {B2-b2r_ l+b 2 1,-Ur_l-C-V, 1-¢i0, 
B2 ~1 r ,2 t_l ~2  
-CA r -~.~ -O r -~lO,  
where the notation Ai-B j means that every vertex of A i is adjacent o any vertex of B J. 
Hi and H 2, k = 1 .....  t = 2r - 1 are obviously isomorphic to each other. Put 
E ° = E(G~) - ~J (E(H~) w E(H~)) 
k=l  
= (a~,B ' )w (a~r,C)w (a~,B 2) w (a2,C z) 
w (b ) ,C ' )w  (b,~,A~) w (bz,,C z) w b 2 (, ,A2o). 
If I E°I ~> 2t then we can decompose a subgraph of Eo into 2t isomorphic subgraphs 
E °1, E °z, k=l  ..... t, such that V(E°~)c~ V(Hk~)=0, V(E°2) n V(HkZ)=0 and 
I E° -  U~, : , (E  ° '  w E°2)I < 2t. 
In conclusion, according to the method used in Lemma 2, we first decompose 
K(Ao, Bo, C) into E I ,E~ ^1 ^z ER, ER, k = 1 .. . . .  t. Then we again use the method to decom- 
pose E* w (E ° - U~: I  ( E°~ w E°2))into E .1, E .2, k = 1 .....  t, where E* is same as in 
Lemma 2. Through suitable permutation as well, we can obtain 
~' = Hi  ~ E °' ~ E~ ~ ~L  ~ E~*', 
~ = H~ ~ E °~ ~ E~ ~ ~.  ~ E~ '~, k = 1 . . . . .  t 
as 2t isomorphic subgraph of G = K(A,B,C).  When t is even, it can be discussed 
analogously. [] 
l .emma 4. Assume G = K(A,B,C), Ial = 2m, Inl = 2n, ICI = s. If  2tl(4mn + 2ms + 2ns) 
and tls or tim, then 2tlG. 
Proof. Since tl(2mn + ms + ns), if tls, then tl2mn. When t is even, we have 
t21n. t = 2tlt2, tllm, 
when t is odd, we have 
Let 
t = ritz, tl lm, tzln. 
A = A1u A 2, AI = A[ u A~ u . . .u  A~,, 
B = B 1 w B z, B 1 = B~ w B~ w ... w B~ 2, 
C .-~ C 1 u C 2 g . . .  g Ct ,  
m 
IA~I=IA21=- -  i=  1 .. . . .  t~, 
t l '  
(24) 
(25) 
AZ=A2uAZu. . .uA2,  
B 2 = B~ w B~ w. - .  w B~, 
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n 
IB)l = In~(  = - -  j = 1 . . . . .  t2, 
t2 '  
S 
IC1( . . . . .  I c ,  I =- .  
t 
When t is even that 
11 1 1 Gi+(j-1)t,: A i -B j ,  
12 . 1 2 Gi+(j- 1)t,. A i -B j  , 
21 2 1 
Gi+(j-1)t~: A i -B j ,  
22 2 2 
Gi+(j-1)t,: A i -B j ,  
i = 1 . . . .  , t l ,  
is, t = 2tit2, let 
A 1_C i + (J- 1)t, -B2, 
A 1-Ct,t~ + i+( j -  x),, -B l ,  
A2-Ct,t~+i+(j -  1)t~-B 1, 




A=A IwA 2, A l=  U A/l, A / l= U A/1j, 
i=1  j= l  
tj tz DI 
A2 = U A/2, A~ z = U A/~, [A/lj[ = IAZl = T '  
i=1 j= l  
t l  tt ~'l 
B = B 1 L) B 2, B1  = U B~,  B2 = U B~,  In] l  = In~l = - ,  
i=1 i=1 tl 
(30) 
Let 
C = C1 L) ... u Ct~, 
S 
Cj l  = - .  
t2 
x • A 1..-lq 1.A ?. A ~+ 1 "C :B~,  a i+( j - l )h .  - - t j  ~ "-Lt, 
G z • A 1 R2 A2 A2+I -C j -B~,  i+( j -  1)tl" "-ij-~ -'-ij, 
i=  1 . . . . .  ta, j=  1,.. . ,t2, i+ l (modt i ) .  
Thus, we obtain 2t isomorphic factors of G. The proof is complete. [] 
(31) 
Let 
j = 1,.. . ,t2. 
When t is odd, that is, t = tl t2, let 
61 . A I  R1  A2  1 1 i+(j-1)h. . - i -~ j - . - i ,  A -C i+( j_ l ) t -B  , 
G 2 A1._R2_A 2. 2 2 i+(j-l)t,: . . ,  _ j  . . , ,  A -C i+( j _ l ) t -n  , (28) 
i=  1 . . . . .  tl, j = 1 . . . . .  tz. 
The subgraphs in (27) or (28) are, respectively, 2t isomorphic factors of G for t being 
even or odd. 
When t im, we have tins. If t ls, the proof is obtained, if t + s, we have 
t = t i t2 ,  t l ln ,  t2ls and ti ~ 1. (29) 
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Theorem 1. Assume G=K(A,B ,C) ,  IA l=2m,  IB l=2n,  I C l=s ,  t t>4,  
2tl(4mn + 2ms + 2ns), then 2tlG. 
Proof. Wi thout  loss of generality, we may assume m >/n. 
s - so(mod t), 0~< too, no, So < t, that is, 
m=mlt+mo,  n=nl t+no,  s=s l t+So,  O<<.mo,no,So<t. (32) 
According to Lemma 4, we need only to study the case too, no,So # 0. 





A~ w Ao 2 = Ao, IAll = [A2I = mo, 
A 1 = A11 w A12 w. . -u  Air ~ Alo, 
the condit ions:  
m = mzr  + m3, 0 <~ m 3 < r, m 2 = [re~r],  
IAl1[ . . . . .  lAir [ = 1A21 [ . . . . .  [A2r [ =m2,  
A,1 c AI w A~ u Ao ~, A21 c A12 u a 2 ~ Ao 2, 
A, ,cA~i_zuA lz i _ t~A~uA~,  2<~i<~r-1,  
Az i=A2i_21.ya2 i_ l~yA2iua2 , 2~i<~r-1 ,  
AI~ ~ AI-1 k.) Air ~ A~, A2, c A2_ , u A 2 ~.) A 2. 
Let m=mo,  n=no,  
A' =A iu . . .u  Air ~A~,  A 2=A 2U. . .UA  2UA~,  
IA~I=IA21=ml, i=1  . . . . .  t, (33) 
A 2 = A21 w A22 u . - -w  A2, w A2o, (34) 
B=B'uB 2, B l=Blw' ' 'UB~wB~w{b'},  
B 2=B~U. . .~B~Bo 2U{b2}, 
Bl  w B~ = Bo,  IB~l = lB~l = no  1, IB~I = IB2I = n l ,  
[Alo[ = [A2o[ = m3,  
(35) 
B 1 = B l l  • B12 u . . .  u B l r  td Bao, 
i=  1, . . . , t .  
(36) 
B 2 = B21 u B22 u ..- u B2r td B2o , 
where 
n =nEr + n3, 0 <. ti3 < r,  tl E = [n/r], 
IBlol = IB2ol = n3, IBlll = IB211 = n2, 
B, ,~BIuB~2uB~u(b ,} ,  b, eB , , ,  
B2, ~B 2UB 2UB 2w{b2}, b2~Bzx. 
(37) 
i = 1, . . . , r ,  
(38) 
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Put 
B,, = B~,-2 w Bl i_ l  U Bl i  u B~, 2 < i<~ r - l, 
B2i c B2i_2 u B22i_1 t.) B2~, w B2o, 2 <~ i < r - l, 
Sl ,  = S•_, u B: w S~, B2, = 821  u B 2 t.) B20. 
C = u . . .  u C, u Co L, {c}, 
IC, I . . . . .  ICI = s , ,  IC~l = [C,~l- - -  
Co = c t u cL  
So - 1 
2 
Thus, we may write G as follows: 
G = K(A, B, C) = G* w K(Ao, Bo, Co), 
(39) 
each other, 
GI*I :  
G *-1 t: 
G*I: 
G,1 • r+ l .  
G*_II : 




until the decomposition is found, as shown below. 
1 2 AI_B~, l 2 2 2 1, B11-C-All, B3-C o u A3-C o U Bo-A 3, B2-CwA 
1 2 AI_B 2, A t 2 2 2 1, Bt2-c-A12 , B5-C 0 w s-Co u Bo'As, B2-C2-A 
1,B,-Co w ,-1 -,-,, ,~t- '~o w Bo-A, ,B -C,- I -A Bl,r_l.C_Al,r_ 1 2 A1  1~ 2 A 1 f ,2  2 2 2 1, 
1 2 a l  n2 A I  / ,2  2 2 2 1 Blyc -A I . r ,  B2-Co u ,1 -Z,,E,Z-12-,~ 0 k.) Bo-AE,B -Cr-A , 
A~I-bl-A 1 2 A1  I,~2 A 1 I ..`'2 2 2 2 1 11,B4"Co w .1 -,-,4,~4-~o w Bo-A4,B -C,.+ I-A , 
B" 
2 2 w Bo-At_I,B2-Ct_I-A 1, 
B 1 2 A I  I:~2 A 1 f ,2  A2,r_ I -b l -A I . r_ I ,B1-Co u ..1 ".Ul,~l-,...~ 0
W B2-A2,B2-Ct-A 1, 
1 1 A2_B], 1 1 1 2 B21-c-A21,B3-Co w A3-C o w Bo-A3 ,B1-CwA 2, 
1 1 A2  I~2 A 1 f ,1  1 2 Bz2-c-A22,B5-C 0 u ..1 -~s ,~5-~o u Bo-A3,BI -C2-A 2, 
A2 i~ 2 A 1 t ~1 1 2 B2, r -  1 -c -A2 , r -  1, B1-C1 u za -~,t , rat "~0 U Bo-A,, B1-C,- 1-A 2, 
t 
G* = [.) {(A,B~) u (A,B 2) w (Bo,A~) w (Bo,A 2) w (A w B, Ck) 
k=l  
w (A~ w B~, Co) u (A 2 w B2,Co) u (c,A w B) w (b, ,A) u (b2,A)} 
(where (A, B) express the graph K(A, B) or its edge set E(K(A, B))). 
Now we are ready to construct he isomorphic factors of G. We will successively 
take out 2t relatively isomorphic subgraphs from G and put them into 2t holes named 
G~ (i = 1, 2; j = 1, ..., t), after the system of k subgraphs being decomposed, put them 
into these 2t holes, check that whether the unions of the k subgraphs in every holes are 
isomorphic to each other or do suitable replacing such that they are isomorphic to 
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G.2 .  1 1 A2 ~2 A1 1.1 1 2 1 2 
• B2.-c-A2. ,B2-C 0 u ~ -.-'2,~2-.-~0 w Bo'A2,  B -C. -A , 
.2  . B 1 1 A2  1~2 A 1 f ,  1 1 2 1 I _A2  G~+I. Al l -b2 -A21,B4-Co  u ~ -"4,~4-'-~0 w Bo-A4, B -C.+ , 
1 2 1 G'21 " " ' A2 -B  2_ A 1_ I -C 1 ~ Bo-At_ I ,B  -Ct -1 -A  2, • At,~ 2-b2-A2 , r  2, Bt - l -C lo  L) 1, 
l 1 A2_B2,A 1 1 1 2 G'z: A~.~_I-b2-A2.~ l ,B1-Co w 1-Co L~ Bo-A1,B1-Ct -A  2, 
t+ l  
r - 2 ' A~ c Ais, IA~I = IBisl. 
The remaining edges of E(G*),  which are not in the above subgraphs, are 
E* = (c, Bxo w B2o ~y A lo  kA A2o) ,  
E~, = b l ,A l ,  w A io  ~ A 2 -- A~k , 
k=l  
E '~= b2,A2~ ~ A20 ~ A 1 -  A~k . (41) 
k=l  
If [Blo[ + ]Alo[ = n3 + m3 ~> r, then isolate r edges from (c, B low A2o ) and put every 
one of them into G .1, k = 1 ..... r, respectively; isolate r edges from (c, B2o L) A lo )  and 
put every one of them into G .2, k = 1 .... , r respectively; take out (r - 1) edges from 
E*I and put every one of them into G *1, k = r + 1 ..... t, respectively; take out (r - 1) 
edges from E~'2 and put every one of them into Gt  z, k = r + 1 . . . . .  t, respectively. And 
if (bl ,  a~)~ E*I (b2, a 2) ~ E*2 are put into G~ '1 , G .2, k/> r + 1, respectively, then we 
make the following change for A 1, A 2, which are in Uk~*l , Ok'Z-*2, respectively, that A 1, A 2 
are replaced with { A 1 - a] + a 2 }, {A 2 - a/2 + a] }, respectively, From (40) we know 
that this permutation leads to the isomorphism between the subgraphs denoted by the 
same notation G~ 'a, G .2. 
After the above decomposition, subdivide the remaining edges of Ebb, Eb2 into t star 
graphs denoted by (b l ,Xk) ,  (b2,Xk) ,  and put (b l ,Xk) ,  (bz ,Xk)  into G~ '2, G .1, 
k = 1 ..... t, respectively. A suitable permutation of the form {A 1 -  a )+ a]}, 
{A 2 2 
- aj + a~ } is allowed to lead to the isomorphism between those and denoted by 
G .1 ' G~ '2. 
After these decompositions, the number of remaining edges of G*, which are not in 
the above subgraphs, is less than 2t. 
In the following, we continue the decomposition of K(Ao ,  Bo, Co) by the methods 
as in Lemmas 2 and 3, to obtain 2t isomorphic subgraphs: 
~1 ~-- H 1 k_) g 01 k..) E 1 t )  £1  k k..) E~ 1 , 
~2=HIwE °2wE~/~kUE*k ,  k= 1 ..... t. 
By the divisibility condition, the number of remaining edges of G* and K (Ao, Bo, Co) 
is exactly 2t, we put them into G *1, G~ '2, k = 1 ..... t, respectively. Let 
G~ =G *~UG~, G 2=G *2UGh,  k= 1 ..... t. 
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If necessary, we may do suitable permutation with {A a - a:  + a~}, {A 2 + a~ -- a/2}, 
{B ~ - b~ + b~ 2} {B 2 + b] - b~} replacing A~,A2,B~,B 2, respectively, in the corres- 
ponding subgraphs for the isomorphism. 
When t is even or So is even, the method of the proof is similar to that in the case 
when t is odd and So is odd. The proof is complete. [] 
Theorem 2 (Quinn I-4]). Assume G=K(A ,B ,C) ,  IA l=2m,  IB l=2n,  [Cl=s,  
61(4ran + 2ms + 2ns) then 6IG. 
Proof. Since 31(2ran + ms + ns), let S = So, m = mo, n =- no (rood 3): 
(i) when So = 0, we have mo= 0 or no = 0, 
(ii) when So --- 1, we have mo = 2, no = 2, 
(iii) when So = 2, we have mo= I, no = 1. (42) 
When So = 0, that is 3Is, it is proved from Lemma 4. When So = 1, without loss of 
generality, we may assume m/> n and let 
A=A'uA 2, A I=AIUA~A~wAo 1, 
B = B 1 k_) B 2, B 1 = B I k_) n 1 k.J B31 k_) no  l , 
C = C 1 L) C 2 kJ C 3 L) {Co} ,
[A:I = [Affl = ml, [Ao~l = [AoZl = 2, 
In: l  = In2l--- n,, In~l = Inzl = 2; 
I f i l  = s l ,  m,  = [m/3] ,  n l  = In /3 ] ,  
Write 
B~ = {bl,b~}, ,g  = {bZ,b2}. 
Let 
A 2 = A 2 u A 2 LJ A 2 w Ao  2, 
8 ~ = B ,  ~ ~ B~ ~ B~ ~ Bo~; 
sl = [s/3], i=  1,2,3. 
A~ c A ' ,  A 2 c A 2, [A~I = [A2I = n, 
/i~ = A '  - A~, ~2 = A 2 _ A2n. 
Since m -= 2 - n (mod 3), we have 31(m - n), thus we may assume 
- '  A:,  -2 AB, = a~ n = As~ A~A 2, 
--1 = [an, I = IA~,I m-  n 3 ' i= 1,2,3. 
Construct 6 subgraphs of G as follows: 
~:  {B ~ 81 8~ + .~ + ,~}-co-A 1, x ,  ~2 ~2 ~2 - -  - -  :XBt -~2,U l -ZaBt  , 
{8 ~ + BI + 81 - B ~, - 8~,}-C, -A ' -81 u B~,, 
G2 : {B  2 .~ BI .+ B 1 B 2 + BZ2}_co_A z, T '  ~ '  ~,' X2  
- -  .,'-x B l  -u  2 ~ u 1 - : ' x  B l  
(43) 





When So = 
Let 
{ B '  - B1 + B~ + B 2 + B2}-C , -A2-B  2 ~J B 2, 
A2 t,' A1 -1 2 2 -2 2 1 B 2 B~, B-~'I-~ , Am-b2,bl-AB~,B -C2-A - w 
A~_b~_A 2, -I 2 b 2 ~2 Am-b , 1- n~,{B 2 + B12- 2 2 1 B }-C3-A -B2 w B 2, 
A 2 - b~-A', A '  h' b' ~2 B~}-C3-A'-BI  B z, B2-u2, 1- 8~, { B1 -- B~ + w 
A1 h2 A2 AT1 /,1 1 -2  1 2 31  ' n-~'2-~ , n~-~,2,bl-Ath,B -C2-A -B] 
2, mo= 1, no=l ,  let 
C = C~ w C2 w C3 w {c1,c2}, 
A=A'uA 2, AX=AIuA~zuA1w{a '} ,  
B=B'uB 2, BX=BIuB~BI~{b '} ,  
G, :  Bx-CI -{A'  - a t + a2)-Bl u B2-c 1, 
G2: B1-C2-A1-B~ u B~-c 1, 
G3" B1-C3-AI-BI w B~-c 1, 




A 2 = A~ u A~ u A~ ~ {a2}, 
B 2=B 2wB2 2L~B3 2w{b2}.  
(45) 
The subgraphs Gi, i=  1, 
proof is complete. [] 
ALE-{ b', c' c2-a2-b ', 
c' }-A 2, b2-a2-b ', 
c2_al_b 1, 
a' - a2}-B~ w B2-c 2, A~-{bZ, cZ}-A2,ct-a2-b 2,
tj B2)-c 2, A~-{b2, c2}-A2,c' -a ' -b 2, 
B23-c 2, A~-{b2, cE}-AE,b2-c'-b'. 
(46) 
.... 6 in (44) and (46) are six isomorphic factors of G. The 
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